This study concerns on metaphorical expressions in the book Ngawur Karena Benar written by Sujiwo Tejo and their nonliteral meaning. In finding the metaphorical expressions, researchers used the theory of metaphor. Otherwise, in analyzing the nonliteral meaning, it was used relevance approach. According to relevance theory, the process of interpreting a metaphorical expression comprises the following steps: decoding the linguistic input by arraying possible meanings of an utterance and drawing inferences by taking into account both the results of linguistic decoding. The problems are to answer: 1) what metaphorical expressions can be found in the book Ngawur Karena Benar by Sujiwo Tejo, 2) what are the meanings of the metaphorical expressions used in the book. This study applied qualitative research method by employing document analysis approach to get detailed data description from the object analysis. Results of this study revealed that the metaphorical expressions are used to deliver a complicated circumstance in revealing the real condition. In line with the finding, the nonliteral meaning of the metaphorical expression needs an intralinguistic that is the information we can receive by decoding the linguistic input while the extralinguistic factor is the assumptions taken from context by drawing inferences. 
sociolinguistic processes of interaction, where particular language choices are manifested (for instance, code-switching). If we understand pragmatics in a more traditional restricted sense, as the study of language usage as it is produced by languages users, the pragmatic approach give entrance to the subjects in our analysis of linguistic facts, that is to say, it interprets these facts taking account of the speakers' values, attitudes, and goals. Although this conception is mainly oriented towards microsociolinguistic processes, it further allows us to conceive of macrosociolinguistic processes as the result of the speakers' cumulative choices and actions. Taken like that, language maintenance and language shift may be viewed as a consequence of the adaptation of some groups of users to changing sociocultural circumstances through language use continuity or disruption.
Generally, pragmatic approach is an approach to literary criticism that shows reader's impressions towards literature work at a certain period of time or era. Whereas according to competent experts, pragmatic approach is defined as follows. First, Teeuw in 1994 defined pragmatic approach theory as a knowledge of pragmatic study in the literature that stresses the reader's dimension as a catcher and giver on the meaning of literature work. Second, Relix Vedika in Poland defined pragmatic approach as like artifacts which being resurrected by the reader as a concrete process. Third, Dawse and User in 1960 defined it as the reader's intervention to literature work determined by known as "Horizon Reception" that affects on literature itself.
This kind of approach adheres to the principle that good literature is providing enjoyment and theorem for the reader. Therefore, it combines the elements of solace and didactic. The utilization of this approach has to deal with the relativity concept of magnificence and didactic value. Every generation in any era required to tell this magnificence value. But it does not mean the interpretation is a mere subjective.
The structural approach cannot do much about the effort to help one capturing and giving signification on literature work. Another aspect even needed to explain literature's meaning in a better way. Thereupon, experts purpose a new approach called pragmatic approach.
With the emergence of this approach, then appears the study to reader's role as a subject that always changes under circumstances. It is not enough only to research the autonomous literature, but the researcher has to go through the process of giving significance. Literature context at the end is a broad social context.
Literature has an objective structure that gives a room for the reader. But, this room is not suitable yet. It needs the concrete process which is objective to allow the reader "come in".
According to Jousz, a reader's interpretation of a literature text determined by what he calls horizon reception. Every reader has this reception that might be different or same, build upon the reader's differences and assumptions. So that, literature's significances is not something last forever. There will be the time a literature gets the air because reader's stages of reading are not accordance what has been presented in the work. However, this rejected literature could be accepted by another reader because their horizon reception is being fulfilled by the work.
The relation between the reader and the text of literature is relative. The work of literature always presents something uncertainty, whilst the reader must be active and creative at prescribing the significance of literature.
Referring to the history of pragmatic approach, in 1960, appeared two experts of Literature in West Germany named Hans Robert and Wolfgangler. Both of them developed a study in the literature that gave suppression to readers as "The Giver" for literature's meaning. Teeuw (1984, p. 5) said that historical research in Europe has long been deadlocked. This is because the approach to the writing of literary history is not based on the situation at that time since Romantic era. With the concept of nationalism, the approach to the writing of literature history is aligned as national history and the other approach which is not considering the dynamic of literature continuous use.
What a reader accepts and understands have great influences to the next literature work, both in terms of aesthetics and history. Literature is an art aesthetically, the reader will decide whether the beauty of the work is accepted or the opposite. Thereof, the emphasis in this approach underscores the reader's role as "The Giver" is not the timeless beauty towards a work of literature, but the acceptance of the work itself in different times and places.
The main character in Literature that accentuates reader's role is Hans Rober Jauss as he wrote in his papers entitled "Literature History as a Challenge to Literary Theory". He staged many new thoughts that once shocked the world. Traditional Literature study after giving the summary about Literature History among others is from the flow of Marxism and Formalism. To eliminate the most important thing in the process of semiotic called Literature, and its attitude of communication which describe the dialog's relationship between the reader and the work, e.g.: readers who assess, interpret, understand, and relish the literature to determine its fate and role in terms of history and aesthetic.
The Literature History researcher has a job to explore the reception of literary works of all time, the magnificence is an understanding that depends on situation and background of reader's socio-cultural and the Literature study needs to particularize it.
Basically, language is a human system of communication that uses arbitrary signals, such as voice sounds, gestures, or written symbols. Besides language as a human basic system of communication, it is an art. Beautiful language could trigger people imagination in realizing the text read. In nonscientific writings (poetry, short story, novel, film script, song, etc.), beautiful language is often used to make people, as language users (speaker, writer, reader, listener) understand the meaning to minimize misunderstanding. What is meant by beautiful language is a spoken or written form which uses some expressions of figurative language. So, non-scientific writings use the expressions of figurative language to deliver certain meaning or message.
'Beautiful language' can also mean 'implicit language' because 'implicit language' deals with nonliteral meaning. To create implicit language, the writer needs to understand figurative language. One of the mostly used figurative languages is a metaphor. It was observed that metaphor is fundamentally a kind of mental mapping and neural coactivation from which certain patterns of conventional and which influences how people think, reason and imagine in everyday life (Lakoff 2008; Lakoff & Johnson cited by Tendahl, 2009, p. 114) . However, the metaphorical expression is strongly tied with our daily lives. In commercial advertisements, books, poetry, poems, newspapers, and many others, metaphorical expression appears to provide a strategic way in order to deliver certain messages. "Metaphor is (elliptic) similes or comparison statement. Metaphorical meaning is the form of 'a is (an) F'." (Stern, 2000, p. 229) . The metaphor is representative of a single natural kind of figurative language since it does not use a grammatical requisite like 'like' in simile or a specific name which is associated with something related to. It carries such interpretation more naturally than other statements of comparison.
In analyzing metaphorical expressions, the writer uses relevance theory approach. The Relevance theory approach sees truly pragmatic inferences not only in the implicit parts of the language, but also in its explicit parts. The nonliteral meaning of the metaphorical expression that is analyzed with this approach is gained by the process of pragmatic representation of the utterance. Furthermore, finding the implicit and explicit meaning is the important step to catch any possible meaning in a metaphorical expression by decoding the linguistic input. Pragmatics is the important step of analysis process in nonliteral meaning by drawing inferences. Thus pragmatics in relevance theory provides definition and method on how to analyze the nonliteral meaning in metaphorical expressions. The analysis is limited to the nonliteral meaning of the metaphorical expressions.
Studies of metaphor have taken on an absolutely new look ever since 1980s, evidenced by Metaphors We Live by collaborated by Lakoff and Johnson cited by Tendahl (2009) which has rocked to the core studies of metaphor in linguistic field, attributing to their interpretation of metaphor system in the line of cognition named modern metaphor and proposes that metaphor is a matter of thought and action rather than a device of poetic imagination and the rhetoric flourish. Kovecses (1986) presents a demonstration that emotions such as anger, pride and love are conceptualized structure in everyday language. All these studies illustrate the cognitive idea of metaphor, i.e. metaphor mediates human understanding and world view (Lan, 2005) .
The book Ngawur Karena Benar by Tejo (2012) tells the condition of Indonesia from the aspects of the economy, socio-culture, the basic principle of Indonesia, low quality of human resource, and other aspects. In this book, he interprets the problems found in Indonesia uniquely. He teases those issues by insinuation and allusion using a story from pewayangan, using puppetry names instead of the names of the real actors. This book is a collection of his writings in various national mass media. What makes this book special to be analyzed is the existence of the object matter variety of linguistic branches study.
This study is expected to be beneficial for enriching teaching material on metaphorical in context expression since the data are taken from the book which contains many metaphorical expressions. It is also expected to broaden the knowledge of linguistic students about metaphorical expressions in literary work. This research could be an important reference for students in learning metaphor expression and the meaning of interpretation because it has passed an analysis process. At the same time, it could be used as a reference for the following linguistics researchers who analyze the same topic.
Yule (1996, p. 4) stated that "the advantage of studying language via pragmatics is that one can talk about people's intended meanings, their assumptions, their purposes or goals, and the kinds of action (for example, requests) that they are performing when they speak. According to Stern (2000, p. 79 ), a metaphor is one of comparison statements besides simile, irony, metonymy, synecdoche, meiosis, and understatement. The metaphor is made between things which are essentially not alike. It is similar to a simile, but does not use 'like' or 'as'. Furthermore, Stern (2000, p. 80) argues that metaphor is representative of a single natural kind of figures. In expressing a statement, the metaphor is in the form of 'a is (an) F' to deliver a literal meaning of 'a like (an) F'. The metaphorical expression does not merely show itself as a metaphor but the readers or the listeners know that, that the metaphorical expression contains such metaphorical meaning. An example of a metaphorical expression is "I love my family more than I love myself". The first idea popped up in the interpreter's mind must be "I love myself more than anything" or "Human beings are born as individuals who are competing to achieve their wishes so, in other words, human beings are creatures of ego-centric, then it is not even close to love other people more than myself". Then, the nonliteral interpretation is going to be, if there is someone who loves his family or other people more than he loves himself. Then he really loves his family so much. Even he would put the interests of his family first then his own interests.
Related to the characteristics of metaphor, different perceptive metaphors certainly do not perform independently, as Lakoff and Johnson cited by Tendahl (2009) Tendahl (2009) Knowledge of what money, restricted resources and worth commodity are in mind, these metaphors can simplify our fathom of the abstract drought time. The three metaphors greatly agree to each draft and as the whole, they unite into a harmonious, for money is in modern people a finite source while a limited resource is a commodity.
In the linguistic system, Metaphor endures a prolongation and new meaning of words, as well a trestle of the familiar and unfamiliar. A semantic domain map onto another is created by Metaphor (Lakoff & Turner, 1989) .
The procuration of new lexical meaning is produced by cognitive semantics which is by no means footless and is grounded on the cognitive structuring that establishes different significances of one word connect to each other in a rational way. A polysemy lost can be used to elucidate Sweetser's stand. We could define the meanings of word loud as follow (a) having the substantial intensity of sound, (b) generating a major intensity of sound; resounding (c) vehement or dauntless: strong denunciations. (d) insipidly bright; flashy, striking: a loud red automobile (e) obsessive in mien or manner: Robert is a big mouth, pervert person (Macmillan contemporary dictionary). The literal meaning and slight distinction appear to be the first two items, while the third item is somewhat different from its literal meaning yet still endures imminent intercourse to sound item four and five bears no lineal connection to sound, but still, repress from high-pitchingness and ear-catchingness of sound. Metaphorization is the effective mechanism to create potential connotation.
Related to the case above, Fachun & Hu stated that the writers want to select them three to remain on, for all its features. They are potency of enriching semantic meaning, structured character, and universality.
The metaphor is not merely parturient to linguistics but also has incorporated into and become the highlight of the sphere in philosophy cognitive science, sociology, education, and artificial intelligence. Philosophers have been enamored by this metaphor in a terrific attention, which is indicated by Kant's elaboration on a conceptual metaphor from the angle of construction and exhibiting that our language is full of Metaphor's conceptualized expressiveness implicitly deriving from itself.
In 1960, German philosopher Blumenberg also denoted with emphasis that most of the consideration of human beings is metaphorical because of scholarly account and abstract can be feasible. Metaphor multiplies are so much in the nature of science. For example, in physics, we happen to know what is electricity is in the parlance of understanding the inexplicable water we are prevalent with, according to expressions of electricity's stream down, tension, detention, to name just a few. Metaphor, used in our daily thinking and acting as an omnipresent fundamental of human languages and makes abstraction possible, thereupon it is a must to think in metaphor. Lackoff and Johson's research indicated the even higher frequency of the use of metaphor -70% of expressions in language derived from metaphorical constructs. Ortony (1929) said that all languages are metaphorical quality "The principle of relevance applies without exception: every act of ostensive communication communicates a presumption of relevance." (Sperber & Wilson, 1986, p.161) .
In interpreting the nonliteral meaning of metaphorical expressions, relevance theory proposes two combinations of both logical form and It is the set of assumptions the subject in a metaphorical expression which the communicator intends to make manifest to the addressee is relevant enough to make it worth the addressees. That concerns with information received by decoding the linguistic input, or in other words, we array any possible meanings of a metaphorical expression. The second process is an inferential process, drawing inferences by taking into account both the results of linguistic decoding, i.e. the logical form, and assumptions taken from context. Addition information about the method is quoted below.
"A good creative metaphor is precisely one in which a variety of contextual effects can be retained and understood as weakly implicated by the speaker. In the richest and most successful cases, the hearer or reader can go beyond just exploring the immediate context and the entries for concepts involved in it, accessing a wide area of knowledge adding metaphor of his own interpretations of possible developments" (Sperber and Wilson, 1986, p. 236) .
The book Ngawur Karena Benar which was published in 2012 by Imania Publishing is a collection of Sujiwo Tejo's writings in the various national mass media. It consists of thirty-seven chapters and two hundred and fifty-seven pages. Telling about the current issues in Indonesia in a unique way, he teases those issues by insinuation and allusion by using the name of puppetry names as the name of the actor in the book. The aspects of the economy, socio-culture, the national anthem of Indonesia, low-quality human resource, and some others are the concerning topic that he criticizes in the Ngawur Karena Benar. What makes this book special to be analyzed is the existence of the object matter variety of linguistic branches study.
METHOD
This conducted research is a qualitative research by employing document analysis to get detailed data description from the object analysis.The data description the writer used the theory of Creswell (1998) as a guidance to this research method.
In collecting the data, the writer absolutely had to use the right method in order to get the accurate data. To validate the data and the result of interpretations of the metaphorical expressions, the writer used peer checking method. Lincoln and Guba cited by Utami (2012) considered member checking are a particularly important technique for establishing the credibility of qualitative data. In a member check, the writer provided feedback to study participants about interpretations and obtain participants reactions. The argument was that to assess whether the writer's interpretations were right representations.
The checkers are mentioned as follow; Mahrus Ali Hasan, Muhammad Arif Elsiradj. They were chosen because those linguistic master colleges have a good understanding in pragmatics, proved by the scientific journal in linguistics field they made and they considered giving a good contribution in checking the research. There were three phases of data collection that the writer used, mentioned as follow: 1. Reading the book. 2. Identifying the metaphorical expressions based on Metaphor theory (Stern, 2000) , the list of chapter and page of each metaphorical expression, and the context that might relevant to the metaphorical expressions based on Relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson, 1982) . 3. Putting the finding into the following form to make the analysis easier by looking right to the form. After the data was complete, the writer started to analyze the data. The steps were mentioned below:
1. Finding a range of contextual effects which can be retained as weak or strong implicatures. 2. Adding them to the overall interpretation of the metaphorical expression until it is relevant enough to be consistent with the principle of relevance. 3. Interpreting the nonliteral meaning of the metaphorical meaning based on the context by the cognitive thought of the researcher. 4. Drawing conclusion from the analysis.
FINDINGS
In this part, the researchers found sixteen metaphor expressions from Book Ngawur Karena Benar who written by Sujiwo Tejo.
(Data 1) Dia menjadi serbacacat penuh bilur berupa Panakawan Gareng; he became full-round defects in the form of Punakawan Gareng.
( (Data 16) Yaitu, mereka lebih rendah dibanding rakyat yang sudah rendah; they are more abject than citizenry. "They" refers to Legislative Assembly of Indonesia. The legislatives should be aware of their duty as the servant of the people, rather than betray the folk by using state money to tour overseas. Besides, as we often saw in media, many board members were involved in corruption cases, and also a number of board members slept or ignored the meeting. They were supposed to be on duty to support the folk's rights and demand instead of abusing their position. It could be said that parliament members were lower than the people who chose them as their leaders.
DISCUSSION
In this part, researchers discuss and explain the interpretation of the metaphor expressions was provided. The interpretation was nonliteral meaning so then extralinguistic factor was involved because it was very important.
(Data 1) In the story, Bambang Sukskati who played the role of Jaka Umbaran, came to Banyuwangi to kill Kebo Marcuet in order to fight for Kencono Wungu to be married by Jaka Umbaran. Unexpectedly, Kebo Marcuet was much stronger than Jaka umbaran. Then Bambang Sukskati as Jaka Umbaran lost the fight and was disfigured. The sentence was the comparison of Bambang Sukskati to Panakawan Gareng. The keyword was the word 'in the form of'. From the sentences carrying the context, the writer found that "he" refers to Bambang Sukskati who was beaten up by a knight from a neighboring village. In the world of puppetry, Panakawan Gareng was figured as a disabled person who had a broken nose, ape eyes, fat belly, crooked arms and was lame. Thus, the comparison of Bambang Sukskati to Panakawan Gareng meant that Bambang Sukskati was battered on many parts of his body and were as ugly as Panakawan Gareng.
(Data 2) The story told that another competitor to get Kencono Wungu's love was Menak Jinggo. Menak Jinggo was successful in beating Kebo Marcuet and was one step closer to marry Kencono Wungu. But when the time to marry Kencono Wungu came, she did not want to marry him. The full-of-love heart of Menak Jinggo was hurt. He was really disappointed. Then the point that the author wanted to emphasize was the richness of love of Menak Jinggo was more than those of the legislative members although they were wealthy. That sentence referred to the real condition of the legislative performance, many of the legislatives misconducted behavior such as corruption. It was compared to Menak Jinggo who was a full-of-love person to people around him even when he was poor. On the contrary, the legislatives did corruption although they were wealthy. In other words, legislatives as the representatives of people should fight for the benefit of the people they represented but there were many corruption cases they did. And that undermined public trust to the legislative parliament. In relation to the sentence, legislatives did not have love in their heart.
(Data 3) The metaphor expression was the comparison of the love problem of Menak Jinggo and Kencono Wungu. The disappointment experienced by Menak Jinggo could be used as a lesson for us. In human love's problem, when someone we love did not accept our love, our crush could not be blamed because love feeling could not be resisted or created intentionally. On the other hand, to marry someone was a fate. It meant that everybody was allowed to propose anybody who he loves, but whether he or she accepted our love was outside our control. It belonged to God's provision.
(Data 4) The metaphor expression was compared to the love problem experienced by Damarwulan. In the story, Kencono Wungu's love to Damarwulan caused her to reject Menak Jinggo's love and in turn, it made Menak Jinggo really hurt. Menak Jinggo should not be angry or sad so bad by because basically love was a magical one which came and went unexpectedly and could not be expected or set by anybody. Love to someone could not be planned before and so did love answer. Sometimes, the hope of love was ignored or rejected. Then, the only thing human could do was keep fighting for love and be patience in the process.
(Data 5) In the story, Menak Jinggo was very angry due to the rejection from Kencono Wungu. Thus, the sentence was the representative of Menak Jinggo's love problem. As we know, mankind always wanted a better thing than what they had and it continued until they died. Men always tried to reach their goals, even sometimes in bad ways when they failed. Thus, we needed the patience to face failure. In other words, failure must always be there accompanying us along the road to success. Thus, patients should always exist in human's heart like human never-ending desire. Then, they had to replicate it in the real life. (Data 7) In context, the color of Indonesian national flag, red and white, were used by many ethnic groups in many things from tajin, a traditional food from Java or traditional dresses to traditional arts. It existed since a long time (Data 8) The National anthem was a sensitive thing, like human emotion. Emotion, as we felt in life, was something dynamic, it always changed according to the situational condition. Thus, a song or in this context, the national anthem was compared to emotion. Tejo in his book stated,"I am worried that Indonesian people never really compact because the national anthem is not really accommodated the national collective expression." It was reinforced by the research of Harry Roesli, a Doctorate in music. He emphasized that the possible answers why Indonesian people were less reference when singing Indonesia Raya because he found dozens of weakness in the song Indonesia Raya, such as the syllable error suppression on the basis of beats and tones progression. People had to stress the intonation of the syllable "sia" in the word "Indonesia". Whereas, in official Indonesian language, the pressure on the word of four syllables fell on the third syllable of "ne". In conclusion, the song Indonesia Raya was failed to unite Indonesian people because of its musical thing mistakes.
(Data 9) This sentence referred to the failure of Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono leadership in 2004 -2012 . As seen in the context, marriage was similar to government. While the husband or the wife referred to President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono. Furthermore, religion leaders noted and published that he had eighteen lies in the realization of several of his promises during his campaign. Surely, Yudhoyono could not accept the term used by the religion leaders that dropped his prestige as the first person in Indonesia. To respond to this news, he made a press conference to clarify what was said by the religion leaders and activists. The point of the metaphor itself was that the President should not be angry if he really made the mistakes because the statement of the religion leaders was not made by looking at the problem at glance, but by considering real evidence. Then, the author looked at this problem from the words "fail" and "lie". Yudhoyono was angrier when people said he "fail" than he "lied". Then, the author of the book compared the anger of Yudhoyono with the sentence "As I recall, in the marriage relationship, 'to fail' is not pleasant to hear. It is better to be considered as a liar husband or wife rather than a failed husband or wife. Being a husband or wife who fails often considered as not keeping a family honor". conference related to Hotel JW Marriot bombings. He claimed that his picture was targeted by terrorists. It turned out that actually, the photo was old data that was shown in the first meeting with the legislative commission in 2004. He was angry when there was a news publishing his eighteen lies in his leadership period. Then he made a press conference. He should not be angry about the news because of the statement "If failure is a postponed success, thus we could hope that a lie is a postponed honesty", we had to be optimistic that there would always be a good future waiting.
(Data 11) In the story, Cepot had a girlfriend named Cangik, she lived in a different city from Cepot. Two years passed without any meeting between two those lovers. Cepot loved Cangik, although Cangikwas even uglier when compared to the ugliest person. Dawala warned Cepot that Cangik had a nature like wind that could fool people with her innocence but Cepot felt confident that he could love her forever. Thus, the word "wind" was compared to Cangik. Whatever problem hindered Cepot's love journey, he still believed that he could be always together with Cangik.
(Data 12) The slogan of the pawnshop that was "Solving problem without any problem" means that pawn shops accept pawns from people with fair regulation between the pawnshop and the people, so both sides gain profit. In the context of the metaphor expression, Resi Palarasa who was an expert in everything including medicinal treatment would like to heal Dewi Lara Amis. Yet, he was not that expert. He could not heal Dewi Lara from her illness. He made Dewi Lara's illness worse than before. Scales of skin appeared on her skin. Thus, Resi Palarasa was less powerful than pawnshop because pawnshop solved the economic problem by giving capital money or debt to people with easy regulation. We just needed to pawn our valuable property then we could get the money. Then, when the period to pay back our debt comes, we could make the period longer by managing it in the pawnshop.
(Data 13) The social economic condition of Indonesia in the past was far different from contrasts to the present condition of Indonesia. Now, Indonesia was worse than it was. The metaphor tried to deliver the comparisons. The difference was that, in the past, many small traders could sell the raw material for the production at affordable price, many foreign people came to try doing business and studying, staple food was still sold at affordable price for the community. Now, even more, and more citizens were becoming Indonesian workers (TKI) in foreign countries. Other than that, the price of staple food jumped up from day to day. Increasingly more people sold their land for a business that they could not get benefit from.
(Data 14) Sengkuni was a puppet that had a bad character. He often provoked Korawa and Pandawa to fight each other. In the story, there were many foreigners who like the figure of Sengkuni regardless the character of the puppet. On the contrary, in Indonesia, where Sengkuni was born, people did not like Sengkuni to be put in their house as a wall display or accessory. Meanwhile, the metaphor expression above indicated a number of people wanted to control the country's prosperity in ways that were not good such as by collusion, corruption, and negotiation. Thus, Sengkuni as the comparison to the government of Indonesia showed that there were still many corruption cases happened here. As an evidence, the number of corruption cases increases from 2004 to 2013. In 2004 there were 23 cases and it increased to 70 cases in 2013 (www.acch.kpk.go.id).
(Data 15) The phrase "insane people" referred to the government members. The fact was a number of officials deny and did not fulfill their promises as the mandate of the people who had chosen them as the elite of the nation. To find an honest leader was almost impossible while being honest was insane. Now, an honest man was a rare thing.
(Data 16) "They" refers to Legislative Assembly of Indonesia. The legislative should be aware of their duty as the servant of the people, rather than betray the folk by using state money to tour overseas. Besides, as we often saw in media, many board members were involved in corruption cases, and also a number of board members slept or ignored the meeting. They were supposed to be on duty to support the folk's rights and demand instead of abusing their position. It could be said that parliament members were lower than the people who chose them as their leaders.
